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responsible for all aspects of the Scholastic Clay Target 
Program (SCTP) and Scholastic Pistol Program (SPP) 
across the United States, including participant registration, 
coaches, state coordinators, state, regional, and national 
championships, promotion, communications, websites, 
team endowment funding, public relations and growth 
strategies. The Scholastic Shooting Sports Foundation exists 
to raise funding and other resources for Youth Development 
Programs in the shooting sports industry.

SCTP is a team-based youth development program, 
originally developed by the National Shooting Sports 
Foundation (NSSF), where adult coaches and volunteers 
model sportsmanship, responsibility, honesty, ethics, 
integrity, and teamwork while using shooting sports 
programs to teach these and other positive life skills to 

SCTP athletes.
For more information about SSSF, SCTP or SPP, call (586) 

739-SCTP (7287) or visit their website at www.shootsctp.
org.
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Scholastic Shooting Sports 
Foundation 

Unveils New SSSF Logo

By: Joe Wieczorek

Shelby Township, MI – The Scholastic Shooting Sports 
Foundation unveiled its newly redesigned SSSF logo today.

“It became apparent when we started working on the 
addition of the new Scholastic Pistol Program (SPP) a few 
months ago that our current SSSF logo would no longer be 
appropriate,” said Dan Hathaway, SSSF Executive Director. 
“The old logo served us well for many years, but it presented 
the SSSF as strictly a ‘Clay Target’ shooting organization. 
As the Scholastic Shooting Sports Foundation expands and 
looks to add new disciplines, we feel it is important to have 
a logo that appropriately represents our organization and all 
the programs that we offer.”

The Scholastic Shooting Sports Foundation (SSSF) is 
responsible for all aspects of the Scholastic Clay Target 
Program (SCTP) and Scholastic Pistol Program (SPP) 
across the United States, including participant registration, 
coaches, state coordinators, state, regional, and national 
championships, promotion, communications, websites, 
team endowment funding, public relations and growth 
strategies. The Scholastic Shooting Sports Foundation exists 
to raise funding and other resources for Youth Development 
Programs in the shooting sports industry.

SCTP is a team-based youth development program, 
originally developed by the National Shooting Sports 
Foundation (NSSF), where adult coaches and volunteers 
model sportsmanship, responsibility, honesty, ethics, 
integrity, and teamwork while using shooting sports 
programs to teach these and other positive life skills to SCTP 
athletes.

To learn more about SCTP or SPP, call (586) 739-SCTP 
(7287) or visit their website at www.shootsctp.org.

NOT PROOFED
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The Scholastic Clay 
Target Program (SCTP) 
held its 2012 American 
Style National Team 
Championships at the World 
Shooting & Recreational 
Complex in Sparta, Illinois, 
in July, and over 1,500 
athletes, of all ages, showed 
up to compete. 

Registration numbers for this year’s event were up 
again, proving that clay target shooting is one of the fastest 
growing sports in the country. 1,347 male competitors 
and 210 females braved the 100-plus degree heat for five 
days in Southern Illinois to show off their shooting skills 
and compete as teams in Skeet, Trap, and Sporting Clays 
for bragging rights, endowment money, and some serious 
hardware.

Participants and their families attending were treated 
to some very special events during the week, including a 
Tom Knapp Shooting Show sponsored by CZ-USA, a pizza 
party sponsored by MEC Reloaders, DownRange Wads, 
and Hodgdon Powder, and an ice cream social sponsored 
by Beretta. 

The Last Competitor Standing event, held on Friday 
evening, attracted so many participants that SCTP is looking 
into whether or not it may have set a new World Record!

The newly formed Scholastic Pistol Program held their 
Inaugural Match on-site during the SCTP National Team 
Championships and registered 141 new shooters (26 teams) 
and fired over 30,000 rounds of 9mm ammunition.

Shooting USA (as seen on The Outdoor Channel) sent 
a film crew to cover this year’s event. The segment aired 
Wednesday, October 3rd, and highlighted some of the 
competitors, their families, and the valuable life lessons the 

SCTP program teaches these young athletes.  
Individual medals and team trophies were awarded in over 

60 divisions, and HOA awards were handed out in the High 
School Division to: 1st Place - Burlington HS Demons (WI), 
2nd Place - Brophy Broncos (AZ), and 3rd Place - Oskaloosa 
Shooting Team (IA); in the Open Division to: 1st Place – 
Jefferson Co. Patriots (TN), 2nd Place – One Box Crushers 
(NE), and 3rd Place Lead Heads (IL); and in the Collegiate 
Division to: Co-Champs Southeastern Illinois College (IL) 
& Bethel University (TN), and 2nd Place – University of 
Iowa Shooting Sports Club (IA).

The full team and individual results are available for 
viewing on www.shooterspost.com. 

SCTP is a youth 
development program, 
originally developed by the 
National Shooting Sports 
Foundation (NSSF), where 
adult coaches and volunteers 
model sportsmanship, 
responsibility, honesty, 
ethics, integrity, and 
teamwork while using 
shooting sports programs to 
teach these and other positive 
life skills to SCTP athletes.

To learn more about SCTP, 
call (586)739-SCTP (7287) 
or visit their website at www.
shootsctp.org.

By: Joe Wieczorek
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Building a Modern Sporting Rifle
Part 2 The MSR AR Upper

By: Duncan Dye (15) and Dave Furney
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Building the upper is a little more difficult than 
building the lower (Junior Shooters Volume 12 
Summer 2012) because you have to be more exact. 
You first place the upper receiver in the upper receiver 
mounting block we got from Brownells to hold the 
upper receiver in the vise.  We used this so that we did 
not cause damage to the upper receiver while tightening 
the barrel nut.  Lightly lube the barrel extension and 
the receiver threads to prevent galling and to facilitate 
easier installation. Install the barrel in the upper receiver 
aligning up the alignment pin. 

Then take the barrel nut and slide it over the barrel 
and screw it on hand tight. Tighten the barrel nut firmly, 
then back it off slightly, and then retighten to seat the 
barrel. Torque the nut to 35-foot pounds .Tighten further 
to line up the gas tube hole.  You should then check the 
headspace with a Brownells headspace gauge. If the 
headspace is correct, you can proceed. Then take the 
assembled gas tube, which includes the gas block, and 
slide it through the hole on the nut and into the upper 
receiver. Remember, DON’T force the tube into the 
receiver. 

Put the tube into the gas block, line up your gas block 
with the barrel ports, and then tighten the three tiny 
screws that came with the block into the gas block. We 
installed them first and then removed each, one at a 
time, and reinstalled using blue Loctite.

1. A Badger barrel chambered in 5.56 NATO with 1:8 
twist.
2. Duncan is lightly lubing the threads to prevent galling 
prior to installing the barrel nut. 
3. Aligning the barrel with the alignment pin and 
installing the barrel. 
4. Tightening the barrel nut. 
5. Lining up the gas tube to install the retaining pin. 
6. Forearm and gas block with tube, muzzle brake, and 
parts. All of these were provided by Brownells.
7. Upper receiver assembly consists of the receiver, dust 
cover, forward assist, charging handle, and the bolt/
bolt carrier assembly. Shown here is the upper receiver 
assembly, dust cover, and forward assist (photo 7a) 
and the bolt/bolt carrier assembly (photo 7b). This was 
provided by STAG Arms. 
8. Retightening the three gas block screws with blue 
(medium strength) LockTite.
9. Gas tube is installed in the upper receiver.

6

7a

7b
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Once that is done, you can install the forearm onto 
the receiver. Align the rails and tighten the screws for 
the forearm. Then tighten the lock nut. This will keep 
the forearm in place. Then screw on the flash hider 
or muzzle break (whichever you choose) to the end 
of the barrel. The one we used did not require crush 
washers; however, yours might. Tighten firmly but do 
not overtighten.

Remove the assembled receiver from the mounting 
block. Before installing the bolt, you need to lube it 
lightly. Then we can install the charging handle and 
bolt into the upper receiver. Once that is done, you can 
put the upper and lower receivers together. 

Now you have built your AR-15. Congratulations!
This was lots of fun, and I would like to thank Dave 

Furney for showing me how to do this and Brownells 
and Junior Shooters magazine for providing the parts 
and opportunity.  You are all great!

10. Installed a Smith/Vortex flash hider provided by 
Brownells.
11. Tightening the forearm to the upper receiver.
12. Completed upper with some of the tools used. 
(Most of the tools were provided by Brownells.)
13. Duncan with the completed Modern Sporting 
Rifle.
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STANDARD FEATURES:
• Accommodates Over 160 Calibers
• Uses Standard 7/8” x 14 Dies
• Loading Rate: 500-600 Rds./Hr.
• Comes With One Caliber Conversion
• Interchangeable Toolhead Assembly
• Automatic Powder Measure
• Automatic Primer System
• Lifetime Warranty

RL 550B
Progressive Reloader

Dillon Precision’sDillon Precision’s

dillonprecision.com
For FREE Catalog # K05-14690, call 800-762-3845
dillonprecision.com

Pictured here with 
optional accessories:

.45 ACP Die Set              K05-14404
Strong Mount                 K05-22051
Alum. Roller Handle       K05-17950
Low Powder Sensor        K05-16306
Aluminum Bullet Tray     K05-22214
RL 550 Toolholder with Wrench Set
                                      K05-11541
Cartridge Case Bin/Bracket
                                      K05-11185

www.MKSChiappa.com

Chiappa   

Firearms innovator Chiappa has a new player on their team –  
the M9 pistol. The latest addition to Chiappa’s line of quality 
firearms, the M9 is a true and faithful reproduction of the 
original, chambered in .22LR. Along with its cousin the 
1911-22, these two reproduction handguns are “must haves” 
for serious collector-shooters. 

SEE  
your local

gun dealer
today!

www.HAWKTECHARMS.com

HawkTech Arms
 For all your competitve shooting needs.

A generous supporter of youth shooting sports!

www.HAWKTECHARMS.com

2006 E Franklin Rd Suite 110
Meridian, ID. 83642
208.898.5848
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In the dreams that drive his waking hours, Baldwyn’s 
Benjamin Albers sees the steps of a process whose path 
leads to Olympic gold. He sees himself at the firing line, 
visualizing a perfect routine, following a perfect shot plan, 
shooting a perfect 10. It’s a scenario he knows well because 
he’s lived it every day for the past nine months, awake and 
asleep.

An avid shooter since the age of 9, Albers, now 19, has seen 
his skill grow with daily practice, his determination grow 
with success, and opportunity grow with time. Beginning 
with the 4-H Club’s competitive .22 rifle program, he’s 
progressed to a pair of disciplines that takes the world stage 
every four years. Men’s 50-meter Pistol and Men’s 10-meter 
Air Pistol are both medal sports in the Olympic games, two 
opportunities to chase a dream shared by countless others 
around the world.

Today, Albers is a member of the National Junior Olympic 
Team, a program that encourages and helps train potential 
future Olympians in every Olympic sport and an honor 
he earned through his performance at the National Junior 
Olympic Shooting Competition in Colorado Springs this 
past July. His road there began here with a desire to shoot, 
a drive to improve, and a simple choice to give 4-H a try.

Making the Best Better 

“We home-school, and the kids needed an outlet,” their 
mom, Susan Albers, said. Benjamin has a twin sister, Sarah, 
and a younger brother, Andrew, 11. “4-H has been a real 

For the Honor
By: Kevin Tate, Outdoors Writer, Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal

blessing. It’s helped us get out in the real world and deal 
with other people.”

Among the other people Benjamin met was Nathan 
Hendrix, proprietor of the Cross Roads Sport Shooting 
Association near Corinth. Hendrix’s range hosts matches 
sanctioned by the National Rifle Association and by USA 
Shooting, the same governing body that oversees the 
development of the nation’s Olympic shooters. Hendrix also 
hosts other events, particularly those involving youngsters.

“He was shooting in a district 4-H match at our range, and 
I was the range officer,” Hendrix said. “Every time I host 
one of those matches, we invite the kids to come out and 
shoot some of our USA-sanctioned matches, and Ben was 
one of the kids who came back and shot.”

Hendrix and the CRSSA have a history of developing 
successful shooters. Many youngsters who’ve trained there 
have found success at the collegiate level.

A Pretty Good Drive

“We’ve had several kids who’ve gotten college 
scholarships out of this,” Hendrix said, noting past shooters 
who’ve gone on to represent the University of Mississippi 
and the University of Kentucky, as well as another who 
won an overall event at the National Junior Olympics. Still, 
Albers stands out.

“He’s probably one of the quickest-learning kids I’ve 
ever dealt with,” Hendrix said. “He’s definitely the most 
appreciative kid I’ve ever dealt with. If you tell him 
something, he takes every bit of it to heart and does exactly 
what you tell him. He’s ultra-coachable. I’ve never seen him 
when he didn’t have a positive attitude, probably the most 
positive attitude I’ve ever seen out of any of the kids.”

Determination and drive are qualities with which Hendrix 
is familiar. He got into the Olympic-shooting discipline on 
a challenge from one of his children in 2003 and went to 
his first national competition in 2006. That personal, private 
quest for never-ending improvement is something that must 
lie at the heart of every future champion, and it’s something 
he sees in Albers.

“We’ve done pretty well (with our young shooters) 
considering we’re shooting against schools that have 
dedicated shooting programs,” Hendrix said. “Lots of 
schools have ROTC programs where they shoot three to five 
days per week. Our kids do well to shoot three days a week, 
if that. Ben comes to practice as much as he can. He lives in 
Baldwyn and I live in Corinth, so that’s a pretty good drive. 
I know he practices at home. I tell him things to work on, 
and when he comes back, he’s really got it worked out. If he 
keeps working like he is now, I don’t see why he couldn’t 
make an Olympic team.”

Photos: Thomas Wells, Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal
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For the Honor
Shooter in Training Finds Personal Value in Olympic Quest

By: Kevin Tate, Outdoors Writer, Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal

Long Road Home 

For the young man with his finger now constantly on the 
trigger, the quest has become its own end. From it, he says 
he’s gained a discipline and a focus he hopes will serve 
him in life, in shooting and beyond. Immediately ahead for 
Albers is college in Hillsdale, Michigan, to study biology 
and business with thoughts toward an ultimate career in 
medicine. The solution to the rigors of his future studies may 
already be in hand thanks to the passion that drives him now.

“There are days when you just don’t want to go on with 
shooting practice,” Albers said. “Instead of thinking, ‘I need 
to,’ it has to be, ‘I have to,’ and I just have to slug through it.”

He quotes Daryl Szarenski, America’s leading 
representative to the London games in Albers’ sport, a man 
in his 40s who told him it takes 10 to 12 years of training to 
become a world-class shooter.

“I’m learning to take the long-term goal,” Albers said. “It’s 
all going to boil down to personal desire, personal drive, and 
personal ambition.”

The Amateur Ethos
For all American Olympians, especially in sports that 

typically lie outside the focus of the public eye, the personal 
accomplishment has to be enough. Many nations pay their 
Olympians very handsomely for winning gold, most notably 
China and Singapore which paid its top London performers 
the equivalent of hundreds of thousands of dollars in cash 
and goods. Per the London newspaper, The Daily Mail, “The 
biggest winner of this (past) Olympics is likely to be 24-year-
old marksman Abhinav Bindra, who won India’s first ever-
individual Olympic gold medal in the men’s 10-meter air 

rifle. He has become an instant hero to a nation of 1.1 billion 
people and experts say his earning potential runs into “tens 
of millions.’”

The bonus program for American medalists is considerably 
more conservative. The U.S. cash award of $25,000 that 
accompanies a gold won by our Olympians wouldn’t touch 
the personal and financial commitment the athletes make to 
train for their sport. Though certain high-profile exceptions 
exist, the vast majority of America’s Olympians live and 
prepare with a set of guiding beliefs that adhere to the 
philosophy of legendary golfer Bobby Jones and others who 
denied themselves financial reward from their sport to keep 
their personal motives pure. For them in the end, it’s about 
the drive to be the best, true enough, but in the countless 
long hours leading up to a finality achieved by only a few, 
it’s always about getting better.

The next step for Albers on the ever-narrowing road to the 
2016 games in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, will be to earn a spot 
on the Olympic Development Team, something he hopes to 
achieve in April at the USA Shooting National Competition 
at Ft. Benning, Georgia. Until then, he has his practice, he 
has his goal, and he has his dreams.

Photos: Thomas Wells, Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal
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By: Duncan Dye (15)

The MGM Junior Shooters Camp is a great experience 
for any level of shooter. There were a lot of fairly new 
shooters at the camp which surprised me. I really liked 
that they have a competition after the first two days so you 
can put to use what you practiced. 

The first of six instructors that my group went to was 
Matt Burkett.  He was teaching us how to improve our 
rifle shooting using .223 rifles. The two most important 
things that I learned from him are to get steady when you 
can shoot from a rest and that when your “wobble zone” 
(when you are shooting but the sights are moving around) 
goes off of the target that you need to move the sights 
off of the target onto one side and then bring it back and 
shoot when they are in the middle. One of the juniors in 
our group even fell when Matt had us run before shooting, 
and he skinned up his knees but kept running.

The second instructor was Randi Rogers. She had us 
doing a “back to basics” style training. We did one-hole 
drills from 10 yards and had small pepper poppers at 
25 yards. Both of these focused on your grip, draw, and 
trigger control.

The third instructor was Phil Strader, and he was 
working with us on something that would help us move 
horizontally to different shooting sports. We were doing 
crossover drills which means that there were 2x4’s on the 
ground about shoulder width apart, and you would start 
on one side, crossover shoot, cross back, and shoot. In 
case you don’t know what a crossover step is -- to go left, 
you cross your right foot in front of your left foot and then 
move your left foot to the left.

The next instructor was BJ Norris.  He taught us how 
to shoot on the move better. When shooting on the move, 
bend your knees a little and step from your heel and roll 
onto your toes. Bending your knees helps to keep steady 
while moving and keeping your gun down range.

The fifth instructor was Max Michel who helped us to 
shoot around barricades at the A-zones of paper targets. 

MGM Junior Shooter Camp
Poppy Vorse’s (left of BJ) squad  with BJ Norris, center.

Phil Strader on pistol instruction.

Matt Burkett instructing a student.

Duncan Dye, Instructor Randi Rogers, and River Vorse.



One of Phil Strader’s students getting ammo ready.
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By: Duncan Dye (15)

MGM Junior Shooter Camp

Max taught us to keep our feet planted on the ground, and 
depending on what side of the barricade you are going to 
go to, put that foot forward. 

The last instructor was Manny Bragg who helped us on 
swingers. He told us that the best way to shoot swingers 
was to track the target until it slows down a little and then 
shoot at the end of the arc or right before it disappears.

On the evening of the second night, Eddie Garcia from 
Cameron’s Custom Guns talked to all of the juniors about 
being a sponsored shooter and how to get sponsored.  He 
told us to represent ourselves well and to always have 
a good attitude. He also said that when trying to get a 
sponsor to think about how you can support them and not 
just try to get free stuff. Some of the things that he told us 
to do were to be able to help at your sponsor’s booth, to 
always support your sponsor (i.e. wear their shirt while 
shooting, etc.), and to explain their products to someone 
if they ask.

The mini-match on the third day was the most fun.  
There were five pistol stages and one .223 rifle stage. I 
didn’t do so well on the rifle stage, but on three of the 
pistol stages, I did great. The only trouble that I had with 
my pistol was when it kept jamming after I reloaded. That 
happened constantly on the first two pistol stages, but I 
still got 15th in Limited and 23rd out of all 61 juniors.

After shooting all day, it was fun to relax in the pool at 
the hotel and hang out with the friends I met. A few of us 
threw a football or Frisbee and then dove in after it just 
to have fun. Boy, did it feel good to get in that nice, cold 
water and just mess around. The best part was you didn’t 
have to do anything if you didn’t want to, but everyone in 
the pool was messing around and having a good time with 
each other.

I really liked the camp and would like to thank all of the 
sponsors of the camp and, of course, thank you to Mike 
and Rhonda Gibson for setting this up. I really hope I can 
make it next year.

2012

Junior squad with Max Michel from Sig Sauer.

Max Michel showing correct foot position.

Manny Braggs providing instruction.
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The Leupold 1.25-4X20 VX-R Patrol is an amazing scope. 
I got the scope from Junior Shooters to try it out and write this 
review. The scope is in a Warne Scope Mount on my custom 
S&W M&P-15. I use this rifle for 3-Gun competitions. This 
scope is a fast acquisition scope with a red dot lit reticle to 
make target transitions fast so it is perfect for 3-Gun. 

I really like this scope. First, it looks cool on my rifle. 
Second, it is very user friendly. Sighting it in is super easy. 
In fact, there was another person sighting in his AR. It took 
him about 30 minutes, and it only took me five minutes to 
sight in the VX-R. Third, the glass is very clear from edge-
to-edge, and the dot is crisp. 

What stood out to me the most is the red dot. It has eight 
different light settings. In the daytime, you can put it on 
the highest setting and see it with no problem, and when it 
starts getting dark, you just turn it down so it does not blind 
you. If you leave the dot on and set the gun down, it will 
automatically turn off after time. When you pick it back up, 
it will turn back on automatically to the setting you left it 
on. Also, the scope has ¼ Minute Of Angle (MOA) click 
adjustments for accuracy. This has pretty fine adjustments 
for a carbine, which often gets ½ MOA adjustments.

I would definitely recommend buying this scope to anyone 
who wants to get a scope for their AR, but keep in mind the 
1.25-4x20 is not a long-range scope. So if you want a higher 
magnification, I would recommend the 3-9x40 version.

The VX-R Patrol is a 30mm main tube, low magnification 
scope that uses Leupold’s twin bias erector system. The 
VX-R patrol comes in two versions: the 1.25-4X20 and the 
3-9X40 version, both with a Fire Dot reticle. 

The only improvement I would make to the scope is to put 
a switch view on it made by MGM. This helps you adjust the 
magnification fast when you are in a hurry.

All in all, the scope is awesome. I love this scope. As I said 
before, I would recommend this scope to anyone. On a scale 
of 1 to 10, it’s a 10. Leupold did an outstanding job.

I am very thankful to Junior Shooters for giving me the 
opportunity to review this scope.

Leupold 1.25-4X

By: Cole Furtney (15)

VX-R Patrol
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Over the past two years, I have been in search of a scope 
for my DPMS LR 308.  I have had the opportunity to try out 
a couple of scopes.  I currently have the Konus 550 PRO 
4-16X50 with ballistic reticle.  I had only seen the Konus 
on TV and in magazine advertisements; I had never actually 
seen one on a rifle.  When I was offered the opportunity to 
try it out, I jumped at the chance.  I had my son mount it on 
my rifle. Duncan (14) had just learned about scope mounting 
recently.  We used the Warne R.A.M.P. mount.

Duncan
When we mounted this scope, it didn’t take very long at 

all, only about ten minutes. First, we mounted the scope 
mount to the top of my dad’s LR-308.  All you have to do 
is put the mount where you want it and then tighten the 
screws. After that, we set the scope upright into the mount. 
We wanted to get the crosshairs aligned. We used a rifle rest 
on the kitchen table and a string with a weight on one end, 
tacked to the ceiling to get a vertical line.  (Don’t tell Mom 
we were putting tacks in the ceiling.) After getting the scope 
set and the crosshairs correct, you want to tighten the scope 

into the mount. You want to make sure that you don’t warp 
the scope when you tighten the mount, so you need to tighten 
the screws in small amounts across from each other.  This 
was not very hard. You should lap your scope rings, but I 
have not learned how to do that yet.  When I do, I will pass 
it on to you.

Scott
The Warne R.A.M.P. mount stands for Rapid Acquisition 

Multi-Sight Platform.  This cantilever- style scope mount is 
designed for AR platform rifles and provides the proper optic 
height for your main scope with mounting rails on both sides 
at 45 degrees for close quarters non-magnified sights.  It was 
easy to mount and set the Konus scope at the perfect height 
and distance for a good cheek-weld and eye relief on my LR.

The Konus has some great features.  It has an adjustable 
zoom from 4X to 16X with a 50mm light objective.  The 
reticle is the Konus engraved 550 Ballistic Reticle.  It has 
1/8 MOA adjustments at 100 yards with 66.9 inches of 
adjustment, very nice.  The scope weighs in at 22.9 ounces 
with a length of 15.5 inches, not bad at all.  The eye relief is 3 
inches and marries up to my LR rifle like they were made for 
each other.  You can zero the turrets for range adjustments if 
this to your liking; it is mine.

I read up on the 550 Ballistic Reticle and found that it is 
set for specific calibers and loads, none for the 308/7.62 
ammunition. (The caliber/bullet combinations are listed in 

the table.)  This was a slight problem for me because I am 
shooting a 308, and you cannot buy off-the-shelf, 150-grain 
ammunition that comes out of the barrel at 2900 fps, like the 
30-06 ammunition the reticle is calibrated for.  I also shoot 
several different bullet weights from 110 grains to 180 grains 
through my LR; however, I was able to overcome this with 
the finger adjustable turrets.  

I took it to the range to sight it in using 150-grain bullet 
traveling at 2800 fps.  I was surprised at the clarity of the 
glass, and the fact that my first three rounds were less than 
4 inches from point of aim at 100 yards.  This made the 
sighting-in process much easier and allowed me to get down 
to shooting.  I love being able to see your bullet hole at a 
hundred yards without breaking out a spotting scope.  

I carried it hunting this year to all our bear baits and while 
deer hunting. However, if you are taking your wife and son 
hunting, there is really no reason to carry such a heavy rifle 
since you don’t get to hunt until they fill their tags. Great 
exercise. And I found out how durable the Konus really is, 
after beating it around through the brush, on the four-wheeler 
and having it thrown in the truck with all the other gear.  The 
Konus was dead-on every time I fired it. 

Duncan and I built an accuracy load for the 308.  We 
are using Lake City once-fired brass trimmed to 2.007, 
Remington 9½ large rifle primers, 43.0 grains of IMR4064 
and 168-grain HPBT Sierra Match King bullets.  I was able 
to get single-hole, three-shot groups at 100 yards.  These are 
the loads that Duncan used to engage the long-range targets 
on stage 3 of the 2012 MGM Ironman.  

I was able to dial the range of 500 yards on the Konus. 
I dialed up 47 clicks or 58.75 inches. It was perfect, and 
Duncan nailed the 500-yard targets three times and then 
called the time.  I have truly enjoyed shooting the Konus on 
this rifle.  

I do think if this were my scope, I would mount it on my 
hunting rifle, a Winchester Model 70 338 win mag.  I only 
shoot the 200-grain bullet for hunting, and the Ballistic reticle 
is specifically designed for that round so no dialing up. Just 
range, put the correct crosshair on target, and squeeze.  The 
Konus is a very good scope for the price and has held up to 
some rough handling over the last year and has held its zero.  
I know I would have no issues owning one. Very nice!

4-16x50 ZOOM
ENGRAVED 550 BALLISTIC RETICLE
1/8 M.O.A. ADJUSTABLE OBJECTIVE
Field of view at 100yds:23.4ft at 4x - 5.87ft at 16x
Weight: 22.9oz
Length: 15.5”
Eye relief: 3”
Exit pupil: 10mm at 4x - 3.1mm at 16x
Click value at 100yds: 1/8 M.O.A. 
Adjusting range at 100yds: 66.9”
Mounting length: 5.9”

Leupold 1.25-4X By: Scott Dye and Duncan Dye (15)
Konus Pro 550 4-16X Zoom
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Phoenix, Arizona, August 26, 2012 – Congratulations to 
Tyler Rico, Alexandria Provine, and Joey Kendrick who 
have not only raised the bar in Arizona’s organized shooting 
programs, but have also been extraordinary ambassadors for 
the nation’s junior shooting sports. “We are proud to honor 
these young teammates and are fortunate to have supported 
their growth and success in our Junior rifle divisions that 
include high power, smallbore, and air rifle,” said Tom 
Kirby, a veteran shooting coach and a Junior Division 
director for the non-profit, Arizona State Rifle and Pistol 
Association (ASRPA).

Kirby announced that the junior rifle trio were offered 
appointments to the three US military academies for 
scholastic achievement and rifle-shooting accomplishments, 
and will join their academy’s collegiate NCAA rifle teams. 
This includes the Air Force Academy, West Point Military 
Academy, and Annapolis Naval Academy. The teammates 
just entered their individual basic cadet fitness training and 
will start their four-year officer-in-training classes in mid-
August. They will graduate from the academies as second 
lieutenants or ensign and then will transfer into active duty 
military assignments. The rifle teammates are supported by 
Rio Salado Sportsman’s Club in Mesa, Arizona, and the 
Tucson Rifle Cub, in Tucson, both members of the Arizona’s 
ASRPA.

“According to available information, there have never been 
three junior teammates on the same high power, smallbore, 
and air rifle teams, who have earned appointments to the 
three military academies at the same time,” says Kirby. 

“This is most likely an Arizona and national first,” he added. 
“I don’t think that’s ever happened, ever,” said retired Major 
Bob DeWitt,” coach of Tucson’s Flowing Wells JROTC rifle 
team since 1995.

A US military academy college scholarship is now 
worth near $425,000; thus, the total amount of the three 
scholarships is over $1.25 million in tuition and support for 
these young achievers. Kirby said the academies search for 
high school graduates who are competitive young men and 
women, which makes organized rifle shooting an excellent 
athletic activity for kids to be involved in, he said. There are 
about 20 NCAA division-one colleges in the country that 
offer scholarships to participate in rifle shooting so there’s 
a lot of education opportunities attached to organized rifle 

Top: Joey standing next to Tyler as 
Tyler completes his offhand shot at 
a 200-yard bullseye target at a high 
power match in Phoenix.
Right: Tyler as a new cadet at the Air 
Force Academy.

Arizona Juniors Shine
Three Prominent Arizona Junior Rifle Teammates Receive Military Academy Appointments

By: Tom Kirby

For Rifle Shooting and Scholastic Achievement

Tyler, Alex and Joey
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shooting, he added.
Tyler Rico, age 17, who just graduated from Flowing Wells 

High School in Tucson, Arizona, received an automatic 
appointment to the Air Force Academy for his record-
setting rifle accolades, as well as academics. Tyler will 
be joining the AFA Fighting Falcons Rifle Team and will 
compete in .22-caliber smallbore rifle and air rifle, which are 
NCAA collegiate sports. Tyler began competitive rifle with 
ASRPA’s Junior High Power Rifle Team at age ten and set 
several national records with the AR-15 match rifle before 
age 14. He then began shooting smallbore rifle and air rifle 
with the support of Rio Salado’s junior shooting program 
and quickly became the top-ranked junior rifle competitor 
in the country at age 16 and one of the best high power rifle 

shooters in the country. Tyler stated that competing in all 
three rifle disciplines helped advance his competitiveness a 
lot faster than if he would have just stayed with smallbore 
and air rifle.

Tyler is now a four-time national junior champion of the 
Civilian Marksmanship Program (CMP), and the National 
Rifle Association (NRA). He owns the highest junior 
across-the-course record of 794 out of 800 points shooting 
at bullseye targets at 200, 300, and 600 yards. At age 13, 
he became the youngest person to earn the Distinguished 
Rifleman badge and the youngest competitor to place 
second in the President’s-Hundred Match held at the CMP’s 
National Rifle Matches, out-scoring all of the US Army 
Marksmanship Unit’s team members, and other junior 
competitors in the process. Tyler owns a national record in 
sporter air rifle, as well.

Tyler is a member of Tucson’s Flowing Wells HS Army 
JROTC unit that earned “Team National Champion” at 
the 2012 national championships held this past March in 
Anniston, Alabama. Tyler also took second place in the 
Individual championship division. He recently won the 
men’s gold medal at the National Junior Olympic Shooting 
Championships held at the Olympic Training Center in 
Colorado Springs, Colorado, in April. This first-place finish 
earned him a position on the coveted USA Shooting’s 
“National Junior Team.”

Tyler is also an Eagle Scout and holds the Black Belt in 
Karate. He is an AP Honor’s Student with a GPA of 4.0 and 
graduated at the top of his class. Tyler wants to fly the Air 
Force’s close air support A-10 Thunderbolt. “Shooting rifle at 
the national level taught me to not shy away from competitive 
challenges, and this experience opened the door to my 
education and future career,” Tyler stated.

Alexandria Provine, 18, a graduating senior at Canyon 
del Oro High School in Tucson, Arizona, and teammate of 
Tyler’s in Flowing Well’s High School JROTC program, 
received an appointment to the United States Military 

Tyler prepares to fire a shot at 
the National Junior Olympic 
Shooting Championships in 
April, 2012. A first place finish 
earned him a gold medal and 
a position on USA Shooting’s 
National Junior Olympic Team. 
He is also a four-time National 
High Power Champion and 
holds the highest junior score 
record of 794 out of 800.

Arizona Juniors Shine
Three Prominent Arizona Junior Rifle Teammates Receive Military Academy Appointments

For Rifle Shooting and Scholastic Achievement

Tyler, Alex and Joey
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Eye
on the

Target

Top left: Alex Provine in the West Point Academy air rifle 
training room practicing air rifle. She is decked out in brand 
new gear. The training room is not well kept, but the brand 
new air rifle gear sure looks terrific! Bottom: Alex prepares 
to shoot rapid fire with the .223 AR-15 at 200 yards. Alex 
shot perfect scores - all 10s and Xs the first two times she 
competed in high power. Inset: Alex receives the award for 
“Leg Points” which is high power’s most coveted award. 
Only the top 10 percent of rifle shooters in a Leg match 
receive points.

Academy, West Point, New York, an institution that’s an 
integral part of the history of the United States. West Point 
is home of the Black Knight’s Rifle Team, a collegiate rifle 
program that Alex will join. Alex and Tyler will continue 
competing against each other, now at the NCAA level, and 
will probably be groomed by their Individual programs to 
compete for positions on the 2016 Olympic Team. It’s quite 
possible that they could be competing as teammates in Rio 
de Janeiro in 2016.

Alex began shooting rifle in Arizona at age 16 as a 
sophomore in high school and has been competing with the 
AR-15 service rifle, .22-cal. smallbore, and air rifle for only 
three years. To make up for a late start in the rifle shooting 
sports, Alex practiced sporter air rifle four days a week in the 
mornings before school and two days a week after school. 
During the summer months, she spent four to six hours a 
day shooting at least four days a week. Alex is an Arizona 
state champion in the Junior Olympic qualifier matches and 
is classified as a Master in conventional position smallbore. 
Alex also added high power rifle to her shooting disciplines 
for add depth and experience.

In May of 2010, when shooting her first match with the 
Arizona Junior Rifle Team and using a borrowed AR-15 
rifle, she proceeded to “clean” the 200-yard target (shoot 
a perfect score), in rapid fire sitting, at the Arizona Junior 
High Power Championships. She accomplished this with 
absolutely no prior experience with the AR-15, Kirby 
stated. Three months later, she attended the National 
Rifle Matches as a firing team member and earned points 
towards becoming a Distinguished Rifleman and returned 
home with an Expert classification, jumping past two lower 
rankings.

Rifle marksmen who have competed against Alex say she 
is very tenacious and has an unusual competitive advantage, 
which Tyler describes as a “death glare” that she uses to 
get inside competitors’ heads. Coach Kirby said that Alex 
has no fear of shooting against the very best shooters in 
the country. “You better bring your best game because you 
will have to go through her to stand on the stage,” Kirby 
stressed.

Alex is also a fine artist and says that the unerring focus 
and quick thinking are the same in painting and drawing as 
in competitive shooting. “They are very similar in terms of 
the mental approach,” she said. “Fine art has taught me how 
to use these skills to improve my focus when competing,” 
she added. As a friendly gesture, Alex hand-painted Tyler’s 

sporter air rifle with the Air Force Academy colors and 
added a few tiger stripes for good measure.

Alex is an AP Honor’s student and a member of the 
National Honor’s Society. She graduated in the top of her 
class with a 4.0 GPA and said she is interested in a career 
in chemical engineering with the US Army.

Joey Kendrick, age 18, just graduated from Gilbert High 
school in Gilbert, Arizona. Joey received an appointment 
to the US Naval Academy at Annapolis, Maryland. He 
began shooting organized rifle during his junior year in high 
school, and with only a few days of training with the AR-15, 
he was invited to join the Arizona Junior Rifle Team. “He’s 
been shooting smallbore and vintage military rifles at targets 
since he was five years old, so he knows about sight picture 
and shooting positions,” said Pat Kendrick, his father. “His 
rifle coaches taught him the finesse that’s required to become 
a true competitive rifle shooter,” he added.

Shortly after joining the program, Joey was selected as 
a firing member of the six-person Arizona team that won 
the Minuteman Trophy as the National Champion Junior 
Team at the 2011 National Rifle Matches held at Camp 
Perry, Ohio. Joey was also a firing member of the six-person 
National Infantry Trophy Team that won the silver medal at 
the National Rifle Matches last year. He also earned points 
towards the Distinguished Rifleman’s badge.

While at Gilbert High School, Joey was active in 
USAF JROTC. He was a Corps Commander in 2011, the 
Distinguished Cadet for 2011-2012 school year, and the varsity 
team drill commander of his unit’s national championship 
team. He amassed three national championships along with 
43 trophies in this Arizona Interscholastic Activity. Joey 
is also an AP Honor’s student, a member of the National 
Honor’s Society, and graduated with a 4.0 GPA in the top 
of his class. His JROTC commander, Major Loucel, said, 
“Joey is an exceptional cadet, who has always been among 
the top in the corps since he joined.”
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Top: Joey in front of the Commodore  
John Barry gate at the US Naval 
Academy in Annapolis, Maryland, 
after completing his six-week 

“Phleb” training and now prepared to begin classes as an 
official cadet. Inset: Joey at attention with his AR-15 at the 
National matches at Camp Perry, Ohio, in 2012.

Originally, Joey didn’t seek a position on the Naval 
Academy’s rifle team, but he learned that the academy’s 
athletic department wants to add him to the Midshipman’s 
roster because of his experience with a high-profile national 
champion junior rifle team. With hands-on training and a 
rigorous shooting schedule with smallbore and air rifle at 
the NCAA level, he’ll quickly become a permanent fixture 
with the Mid’s, Kirby projects. Instead of waiting for classes 
to begin, Joey borrowed a smallbore rifle and an air rifle 
from Rio Salado’s Junior division and began practicing 
immediately.

“There’s not a day that goes by that I don’t think about 
the opportunity we were provided in Arizona’s junior rifle 
programs,” Joey said. “All three of us…me, Tyler and Alex, 
the ‘Three Amigos’…, are fortunate to have been at the right 
place at the right time, with the right people supporting us to 
achieve our dreams,” Joey stated. “You can absolutely earn 
a college degree shooting rifle,” he added.

Kirby remarked that it has been a great pleasure and an 
honor to have been able to coach these rare athletes and 
future leaders of our country whom, he says, “possess deep 
reserves of dedication and passion to excel in their education, 
in rifle competition, and in their upcoming careers in the 
military and beyond,” Kirby said.

Contact: Tom Kirby 
Junior High Power Rifle Division 

Director Arizona State Rifle & Pistol Association
tkirby44bg@ hotmail.com

Direct: (602)463-0604
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Elk

By: Ty Weaver (17)
Many of you know that I had an awesome safari adventure 

with my best buddy, Captain Mike. So how do you top an 
African safari with Captain Mike? Go elk and gator hunting 
with him!

Mike drove into Texas from Florida. We packed my gear, 
and we were off to Louisiana to pick up Scrounger and his 
son, Trent. It was late afternoon when we had Mike’s truck 
and Scrounger’s trailer packed to the gills with chest freezer, 
generator, coolers, and everything but the kitchen sink. I was 
sure to pack my most important items: Alpine F1 Fireball, 
Victory Arrows, Magnus Broadheads, Dead Down Wind 
Soap, and my HECS!

We had an 18-hour trek ahead of us, but the good news 
is that Captain Mike and Dad love to drive! They drove in 
three-hour intervals and had a bunch of energy drinks. Those 
two talked and laughed the entire trip! After what felt like 
forever, we arrived at Uncle Jim’s. I would love to tell you 
where Uncle Jim’s place is, but the Scrounger would get 
upset at me if I told y’all about his secret spot. How he found 
this elk honey hole, I will never know. 

We all caught our second wind and started to unpack. In the 
distance toward the creek bottom, the elk were screaming. 
Needless to say, we kicked the unpacking chore into high 
gear, like mach 2 speed! Actually, we didn’t completely 
unpack because we knew the elk could roam out of the area 
so we grabbed our bows and took a couple of quick practice 
shots to make sure our bows were not bumped off during 
travel. Unfortunately, black clouds were moving in, and the 
thunder was rolling. The faster we moved, the blacker the 
sky had gotten. We didn’t care about the weather now. We 
were focused on one thing, at least: spotting an elk. 

We piled in the truck and traveled as close to the creek 
bottom as we could without risking the possibility of 
pushing the elk off the property in an effort to beat the 
fast- approaching storm. Captain Mike dropped Dad and 

me off. We were both wearing HECS clothing for energy 
concealment, and Dad had the camera and I had a firm grip 
on my Alpine F1 Fireball locked and loaded with a Victory 
VAP shaft tipped with a 125-grain Magnus Buzz Cut. 

As we were stalking down a shallow ravine, we could hear 
antlers smashing together and brush crashing. I’ve never 
heard anything like it before! We picked up our pace to close 
the distance faster thinking the fighting bulls would have no 
idea we were there, and as luck would have it, we came face 
to face with an old cow. She busted out of the brush like a 
bulldozer, but lucky for us, it was towards the east, and our 
bulls were fighting to the north!  It was warm, a stiff breeze 
blowing across our faces, and the feel of rain was in the air. 
The ground was still wet from this morning’s rain, and the 
trees’ full foliage provided great cover for our stalk. The old 
bull looked up. My heart stopped, but he merely sniffed the 
air and then resumed drinking from the slow-moving stream 
that had bubbled up from the rocks 50 yards to the north. But 
where was the other bull that he was fighting with? I slowly 
came to full draw and noticed movement to our right, and 
there was the big bull. Dad quickly hit the range finder and 
called out “46 yards!” The bull had a large wound on his 
lower shoulder from his younger rival. I settled my pin above 
and slightly to the right of the blood spot and touched the 
trigger of my Equalizer release. The VAP sunk in the sweet 
spot! The bull lunged across the creek and disappeared into 
the brush with the Buzz Cut exiting the opposite shoulder. 
We tried to celebrate quietly, but the excitement was too 
great to contain. Our celebration was cut short by sounds 
of brush breaking as the bull tumbled back down the hill 
towards us and fell in the creek. Now we exploded my first 
elk down! 

I couldn’t wait to walk up to the beast! Dad followed me 
with the camera as I peaked over the creek edge to see my 
bull lying in the red creek. Yes, red! The Buzz Cut did some 

Crazy
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major damage and literally turned the creek red! We have 
never seen anything like it! We took some photos in the 
creek for Magnus, but I wanted to get some good photos 
with the gear that made the hunt so successful. It took five 
of us to get that bull out of the creek, but great pictures are 
worth the effort! Shortly after the pictures were taken, the 
rain started.

After we caped my elk and processed the meat, we all 
were talking and making plans for the next day’s hunt when 
Uncle Jim received a call from a friend that had spotted a big 
elk. We had an hour of daylight remaining so we jumped in 
the truck and headed in that direction. We arrived just before 
dark because we made a couple of wrong turns. We were 
fortunate enough to spot several cows and a MONSTER 
bull, but we had no time for a stalk. I knew Captain Mike, 
Dad, and me would be back in the morning. 

After a restless night, we were in the truck and headed 
back to hunt the monster bull. Captain Mike and Dad 
decided to follow a ridgeline, and I went toward the pond 
to see if I could spot some elk. If I did, the plan was for 
me to walk out the ridgeline and let Dad and Captain Mike 
know. It took me a while to slowly work my way to where I 
could see the pond through the thick brush, and sure enough 
I spotted elk! I slowly eased out of the area to catch up to 
the guys and tell them about the elk. It took me a little while 
to find them, but when I did, they both had this big grin on 
their faces, and I’m wondering, “What is so funny?” I start 
telling them about spotting elk, and they start laughing and 
point across the small, steep ravine. Holy smokes! I could 
see the massive rack! The closer we got, the bigger the rack 
became! Captain Mike stuck a monster, and Dad captured it 
on video! We worked hard to roll the elk and position it for 
some awesome in-the-field photos. 

I ran back to the truck to get a tarp for the skinning and 
quartering process. As I was caping out the elk, Captain 
Mike told me the story.

He and Dad were stalking along the ridge looking and 
listening with a slight breeze hitting them in the face. They 
stopped behind a deadfall and a large tree for a few minutes 
just to glass and listen. They were not there for fifteen 
minutes when Dad spotted movement to their left amongst 
some brush. Two cow elk browsed in front of them at 22 
yards as they tried to blend into the brush and prayed the 
wind would not swirl. Shortly after the cows walked through, 
the monster bull walked in with his massive antlers hitting 
the overhanging branches of a tree. He had no intentions 
on stopping, so Dad made a bleating sound to stop him. 
Captain Mike was already at full draw, and the second the 
bull stopped. He sent a Buzz Cut through the bull’s pump 
station! The bull went down within 50 yards! 

We loaded the meat, cape, and horns into the back of 
Captain Mike’s truck and headed back to Uncle Jim’s place 
to see how Trent and the Scrounger did on their hunt. On the 
way back to Uncle Jim’s, we stopped for gas and a sandwich. 
The massive rack sticking out of the truck bed attracted a lot 
of attention. We told the story many times over and over. 
Even when the three of us got back in the truck, we told 
the story to ourselves! We laid out a plan for the afternoon 
to help Trent and Scrounger chase an elk. When we arrived 
back at Uncle Jim’s, we were surprised to see a caped-out 7 
x 7 bull! Trent connected but all was quiet at Uncle Jim’s; 
not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse. Until the gang 
showed up with Scrounger’s 5 x 5 bull! Whooohoooo! What 
a trip! I still can’t believe it! Unfortunately, Scrounger is not 
much for taking pictures, so the only photos I have of Trent’s 
monster was taken with a cell phone. 

What could possibly top this elk crazy trip? Well, wait 
until I tell you about the gator hunt! 

Crazy

Your Buddy,
Ty Weaver     

“Every kid is waiting to be invited outdoors. Ask them!”      
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I have liked every pistol I have ever shot with few exceptions. The STI 2011 9mm customized by Bar-Sto Precision 
Machine is by far one of the best. Sure, it is expensive, but you pay for STI quality made even better by Bar-Sto. This 
pistol was built on the STI 2011 5-inch frame kit.  This comes standard with a wide body, and the trigger is the STI 
Trigger Bow that has adjustable trigger take-up and a set screw to adjust for overtravel. It appears to have a standard STI 
Magwell.  The upper is a Bar-Sto slide with front- and rear-cocking serrations and a black-oxide finish.  It came with 
Dawson Precision sights. The front is a target sight with red fiber optic, and the rear sight is a standard adjustable target 
without fiber optics.  They seem to work well together.  The heavy slide and barrel work well absorbing the recoil and 
helping me get back on target quickly.  Like any other 1911-style handgun, it has two safeties: grip and thumb.  The Bar-
Sto has a Beaver Tail safety and a commander-style hammer. The magazines are metal and hold 21, 9mm rounds. The 
metal magazine is heavy and drops free quickly.  They are a little expensive at about $50 a magazine.  

Now that is the technical information. What does it mean? The Bar-Sto has 21 rounds per magazine and allows me to 
choose the best place to make a magazine change during competitions.  The large magazine well was smooth. This made 
the magazine changes easy, and my reloads have gotten faster. I have a 1.5 second average time for reloads. I also liked 
how light the recoil is. I really liked the grip because of the texture, and the size fits my hand great. It does not slide in my 
hand, even when it is raining or when my hands are sweaty. I can reach the magazine release easy. That helps to ensure 
smooth magazine changes. One of the best parts of the gun was the very fine Dawson Precision sights with the red fiber 

By: Duncan Dye (15)

Double-Stack
9mm

Double-StackBar-Sto’s


